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GoLookUp Announces a Service to Find Lost and Unclaimed Money

A new and advanced Unclaimed Money search provided by GoLookUp will now allow users to
search for the money that is rightfully theirs and claim it back.

WILMINGTON, Del. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- As of 2018, it is estimated that there are nearly $60 billion
of unclaimed money found in different places across the United States. This large sum of money has
accumulated over the years, and many people are not aware of the fact that they have "lost" it.

A new and advanced Unclaimed Money search provided by GoLookUp will now allow users to search for the
money that is rightfully theirs and claim it back.

Abandoned and Unclaimed Money in the US
The term Abandoned Money has been coined a few years ago, and it is used to describe money that has been
left behind and forgotten by its owners. The money is scattered in official offices that usually hold money, such
as pension funds, life insurance, tax refunds etc. Whenever people change their address, switch jobs or bank
accounts, they leave some money behind, and do not remember or know that it exists.

GoLookUp's advanced unclaimed money directory is designed to allow users to find the money that belongs to
them in a matter of minutes, and without having to go to the offices where it is found.

The directory requires the first name, last name and state of residence of the person that the money belongs to,
and after these details are provided, the directory scans billions of public records to search for lost funds.

On average, people find $900 in unclaimed money, and claim it beck. The authorities holding the money are
not allowed to use it, meaning that its rightful owners can ask for it at any time.

In addition to a personal unclaimed money search, GoLookUp can also find out if their relatives are entitled to
money by conducting a background check and a people search. The information provided by these directories
can help locate missing relatives and also reclaim money of living or deceased loved ones.

Locating lost loved ones can be conducted by a reverse phone search also available on GoLookUp, and the
unclaimed money search can help find money that they are entitled to.

With nearly $60 billion of unclaimed money, millions of people across the USA are unaware that they are
entitled to money that is rightfully theirs, but with GoLookUp's unclaimed money directory, users can locate it
within minutes.
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Contact Information
Madison Vilavito
Lucky2Media
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+1 877-890-2213

Madison Vilavito
Lucky2Media
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877-890-2213

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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